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Section 1 – Executive Summary 

1.1. Introduction 

The Hawke‘s Bay Regional Council (―HBRC‖) is nearing the end of its feasibility study for the 

funding, construction and operation of a water storage facility and associated reticulation and 

distribution (the ―Project‖). The Project is intended to provide water to farmers in the 

Ruataniwha Plains for irrigation given current water sources in the area are already over 

consented, with no new water consents able to be issued. Access to water for irrigation will 

enable farmers in the Ruataniwha Plains to invest in irrigating equipment (and/or land use 

change), increasing farm productivity, and providing greater resilience for farmers and the wider 

community, managing the region‘s increasing drought risk. 

BNZ Advisory has been engaged to evaluate the financial feasibility of the Project (―Phase 

One‖), to assist HBRC with its decision on whether to proceed to the next stage of the Project 

(―Phase Two‖), or cease Project feasibility investigations.  

As part of our analysis we have analysed financial feasibility from both a supply and demand 

perspective: 

 Supply: does there exist an investor pool that will be prepared to fund and manage the 

Project‘s construction and operation in exchange for a return provided (predominantly) 

from payments for water distributed to irrigating farmers? 

 Demand: is there a sufficient pool of farmers that will be prepared to undertake on farm 

investment in irrigation infrastructure and pay the Project operator for irrigating water 

(based on marginal returns from irrigation investment)? 

Our analysis focuses on whether there exists a water distribution price at which the Project will 

be able to be procured (returns from water distribution will be sufficient to attract the necessary 

investment capital), and farmers make sufficient incremental returns (after payments for water) 

to compel on-farm investment in irrigation infrastructure and purchase of distributed water. 

Overall, we have found that a water distribution supply price between 20c/m
3
 and 30c/m

3 
should 

be sufficient to compel investment in both off farm (supply) and on farm (demand) infrastructure, 

provided the public sector participates in the Project with returns that incorporate direct and 

indirect externalities, as well as a cash return. 

1.2. Supply Analysis – Off Farm Infrastructure Financing 
Feasibility 

We recommend, and have assumed in our analysis, that the Project is procured under a Build 

Own Operate and Transfer (―BOOT‖) model. That is, a Special Purpose investment Vehicle 

(―SPV‖) will build the dam and associated distribution network, own, and operate the assets for 

a 35 year concession period, before transferring the dam and associated distribution and 

reticulation infrastructure to HBRC (and potentially other stakeholders).  
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Project Feasibility 

Our supply side analysis of off farm infrastructure (that is, the dam and associated reticulation 

and distribution infrastructure) demonstrates that the Project is financially feasible under a 

range of capital structures at a water distribution price between 20c/m
3
 and 30c/m

3
 under 

certain assumptions, including: 

 A proportion of public sector equity investment from Central Government (Ministry for 

Primary Industries (―MPI‖)) 

‑ With a return on investment requirement that incorporates direct and indirect 

externalities; and 

‑ Flexibility to exit the Project after the initial ramp up period. 

 A proportion of public sector equity investment from HBRC  

‑ With a return on investment requirement that incorporates direct and indirect 

externalities; and 

‑ Flexibility to exit the Project after the initial ramp up period. 

 Exit for both MPI and HBRC after the ramp up period (which we anticipate will be 

approximately 10-15 years), after which point the Project will be 100% private sector 

funded  

‑ To enable recycling of public capital for other purposes. 

‑ A step up in cash returns after ramp up for MPI and HBRC has been included to 

enable their exit to a Brownfield private infrastructure investor (based on current 

market return expectations for Brownfield infrastructure investments of similar risk). 

 A proportion of private sector funding structured with either:  

‑ Bank debt and private common equity; or 

‑ 100% non-bank private investor capital split between common equity and a debt 

instrument or hybrid capital note. 

Strong interest has been received from the equity market sounding processes conducted as 

part of the financial feasibility study.  

 To date HBRC has received letters of intent from five potential investors to proceed to 

Phase Two of the Project. 

 Potential investors include farmers wanting to invest in off farm infrastructure, 

infrastructure funds and Māori interests. 
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Public versus Private Sector Funding  

Overall, our analysis has shown that there exists a variety of commercial structures whereby the 

Project can attract a mix of public and private sector debt and equity funding from Financial 

Close
1
, and 100% private sector funding after the initial ramp-up period. Importantly the Project 

is financially feasible based on a 35 year concession period, with hand back after 35 years to 

public sector ownership (HBRC) for no cost.  

We have considered the allocation of a proportion of post-concession period equity to 

stakeholders with a strong intergenerational interest in the Project as well as to HBRC. Our 

initial findings illustrate that there may be merit in this form of ownership provided it is structured 

appropriately, and could be accommodated under a hybrid BOOT structure. 

Key Capital Structure Findings  

As part of our supply analysis, we have evaluated numerous capital structure scenarios to test 

the impact of various assumptions and requirements for the Project‘s feasibility. Key findings 

include: 

 The Project is feasible based on a 35 year operating concession period, with the Project 

returning to full HBRC ownership at the end of this concession term. 

 The tendering of the construction and operations of the Project to the private sector will 

produce the optimal risk allocation for HBRC.  

 A combination of both public and private investment produces the most optimal 

commercial structure with lowest feasible water distribution price, due to the ability to 

include the valuation of positive externalities in public equity returns, whilst providing a 

structure that maximises operating efficiencies earning appropriate rates of return for both 

public and private investors. 

 As a relatively cheap source of funding, the inclusion of private debt into the Project 

structure assists with Project feasibility, however, unless a significant proportion of 

demand can be pre-contracted or underwritten prior to Financial Close, bank debt 

financing (at least initially) is likely to less than 50%.  

 Our market sounding process indicated that there is appetite amongst private investors to 

invest in a long dated fixed rate debt or hybrid-equity instrument. The Project is feasible 

when such an instrument is used in place of bank debt. Such an option may provide 

HBRC with potentially greater flexibility for development of its contracting strategy. 

 Project returns and feasibility are most sensitive to construction costs. A reduction in 

construction costs will materially improve Project feasibility at lower water distribution 

prices.  

                                                      
1 The date on which all conditions precedent to funding are satisfied, enabling start of construction  
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1.3. Demand Analysis – On Farm Infrastructure Financing 
Feasibility 

Irrigation is considered to be the key enabler for unlocking high value agriculture in the 

Ruataniwha Plains, enabling land use intensification with farmers investing in farm conversions 

(land use change) or intensifications (introduction of irrigation to existing operations). 

Macfarlane Rural Business Limited (―Macfarlane‖) estimates that the Project could irrigate an 

additional 25,000 ha of farm land (current irrigation is approximately 6,000 ha), and increase the 

productivity of 42,000 ha of farm land once the wider ‗area of influence‘ is taken into account
2
.  

However, with large capital commitments required from farmers to undertake on farm 

investment, only some farmers will be in a position to undertake investments and only some 

land uses will achieve sufficient increases in returns to justify the investment.  

We have identified six primary land use change or intensification scenarios that should provide 

a reasonable return on capital, and be 100% financiable by bank debt (for farmers with average 

current gearing) at a water distribution price of approximately 25c/m
3
: 

 Sheep & Beef farms  changed to  Intensive Sheep and Beef 

 Dryland Finishing farms  changed to  Intensive Arable  

 Dryland Finishing farms  changed to  Irrigated Dairy (with light soil) 

 Arable farms  changed to  Mixed Arable & Dairy Support  

 Arable farms  changed to  Intensive Arable  

 Arable farms  changed to  Irrigated Dairy (with light soil) 

Additionally, the flat section of Sheep & Beef farms could be converted to Irrigated Dairy at 

similar returns to Dryland Finishing to Irrigated Dairy conversions. 

  

                                                      
2
 Ruataniwha Water Storage Project: Review of On-Farm Profitability, 5 September 2012, Macfarlane Rural Business 
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The following table summarises the water distribution price at which Marginal Return of Capital 

for a conversion/intensification will be at least 10% per annum, and should be able to be 

financed 100% by bank debt (for farmers with average to below average current gearing), 

based on Macfarlane‘s farm budgets.  

Current Farm Type Post-Conversion Farm Type Max Water Distribution Price* 

Sheep & Beef Intensive Sheep & Beef  33 c/m
3
 

Dryland Finishing  Intensive Arable 36 c/m
3
 

Dryland Finishing  Dairy (light soil) 27 c/m
3
 

Arable Mixed Arable & Dairy Support 23 c/m
3
 

Arable Intensive Arable 43 c/m
3
 

Arable Dairy (light soil) 31 c/m
3
 

* To achieve Marginal Return on Capital of 10% and meet bank covenants with 100% debt financing (assuming 

average (20%) current gearing) 

Therefore, a range of possible intensive farm types are financially feasible at a water distribution 

price of 20c/m
3
 - 30c/m

3
.  

Our demand analysis has focused on the marginal returns and financing component of a 

farmer‘s investment decision. Perceptions (for example commodity price outlook) and 

qualitative factors (such as farmer age) are likely to have an even greater influence on farmer‘s 

investment decisions. Castalia Limited (―Castalia‖) was engaged to undertake a Demand Study 

that evaluated the wider investment decision for farmers, including consideration of qualitative 

factors and quantification of expected ramp up in demand for water distribution. 

1.4. Procurement and Risk Allocation 

Our analysis assumes the Project (dam and associated reticulation and distribution 

infrastructure) is procured under a BOOT model via an SPV, with hand back of ownership to 

HBRC (and potentially other stakeholders) after 35 years.  

Under this model (other than for an initial 10-15 year period of partial ownership by HBRC and 

MPI) Project risks will be transferred to the private sector, including demand / uptake risk. 

However, the asset will be owned by the public sector (HBRC) in 35 years time, at which point it 

will be worth approximately $600m
3
.  

Whilst most risks will be transferred to the private sector, it may be necessary and more efficient 

for the public sector to retain some Project risks. 

We also recommend that, given the level of work still required to procure the Project, HBRC and 

BNZ Advisory should progress with finalising a Project structure, procuring Project services and 

financing, and documenting the Project, contemporaneously with the 10 month Environmental 

Protection Authority (―EPA‖) process. This should provide the selected design and construction 

provider with the potential to start works in the final quarter of 2013.  

                                                      
3
 Based on remaining life of a 65 year remaining useful life, 1% Irrigation Revenue growth, 3% cost and generation 

revenue growth, and a (post tax) discount rate of 10% pa 
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Discussions have already commenced and are ongoing between HBRC and BNZ Advisory and 

potential equity investors and Regional Promoters. Regional Promoters are large entities that 

could materially benefit from the Project indirectly (for example, large food processors, and 

large land operators) and HBRC and BNZ Advisory are in the process of discussing ways in 

which these indirect Project beneficiaries could assist in increasing the Project‘s feasibility at the 

lowest water distribution price.  

1.5. Next Steps 

If HBRC decides to proceed with the Project, we recommend the following work streams be 

undertaken by HBRC (assisted by BNZ Advisory) over the next 9-12 months: 

a. Finalise legislative framework for Project delivery; 

b. Tender for the Project‘s design, construction and operations; 

c. Consider various contracting strategies in collaboration with potential users; 

d. Continue discussions/negotiations with Regional Promoters regarding water uptake; 

e. Continue discussions/negotiations with potential investors and lenders regarding 

financing terms; and  

f. Document all aspects of the Project. 

.  
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Section 2 – Supply Analysis      
Off Farm Infrastructure Financing Feasibility 

2.1. Summary 

Our analysis demonstrates that the Project is feasible under a range of potential capital 

structures at a water distribution price between 20c/m
3
 and 30c/m

3
. Project feasibility requires a 

proportion of public funds invested with a return criteria that includes the direct positive 

externalities from environmental rivers flows during the ramp-up of the Project, including 

increasing minimum flows during summer months and controlling periphyton levels. However, it 

is our view that the Project is financially feasible and can support a material level of private 

sector equity and debt financing from the start of construction, then 100% private sector funding 

after the ramp-up period, with hand back to HBRC (and potentially other stakeholders) in year 

35. The duration of public sector funds as an investor is dependant on the rate of uptake. 

Ultimately, the Project‘s financing feasibility can be derived from water distribution usage 

payments and electricity generation revenues over the 35 year concession period. A water 

distribution price of approximately 20-30c/m
3 

appears to meet return expectations (to obtain 

financing for the dam and distribution infrastructure), assuming either private sector investments 

are tiered between a fixed rate note and common equity, or bank debt and common equity. 

Key factors that influence the feasible water distribution price include: 

 Water uptake levels contracted prior to Financial Close and/or operation; and 

 If construction was procured at a lower cost than the assumed $232.1m (real 2012 

dollars) estimated by Tonkin & Taylor Limited (―T&T‖)
4
.  

2.2. Methodology 

Our supply side financial feasibility analysis evaluates a range of water distribution prices and 

financing structures for a given cost structure. From this we have been able to test the bounds 

of feasible water distribution prices (from a supply perspective) for a range of financing 

structures, and determine the implications financing structure variations have on feasible water 

distribution price. Supply side analysis focuses on off farm investment only. That is, the capital, 

operating, and funding costs for the dam and associated distribution and reticulation 

infrastructure.  

Structurally, we have assumed the Project is funded through an SPV that designs, builds, 

operates, and finances the Project over a 35 year concession period, and then transfers the 

assets back to HBRC (and potentially other stakeholders). That is, a BOOT structure. The 35 

year concession period was selected to align with the maximum consenting period for water 

under the Resource Management Act 1991 (―RMA‖). Returns are assessed over the 35 year 

concession period, assuming transfer back to HBRC at nil cost at the end of the concession. 

                                                      
4 Ruataniwha Water Storage Project Technical Feasibility Study Costings Report, April 2012, Tonkin & Taylor Ltd 
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The financing structures assessed include a range of gearing levels and varying combinations 

of public and private ownership. As part of this analysis, we have considered how return 

requirements for each type of equity investor might differ, and have explored various 

mechanisms to determine how this might best be accommodated within the Project. We have 

also explored the concept of an exit for public funds during the 35 year concession term.  

2.3. Potential Equity Financing 

Private Sector Equity 

We have engaged in market soundings with a range of potential equity providers in the 

Australasian private infrastructure equity market, as well as local investors, with generally 

positive response. There appear to be a number of investors interested in investing in the 

Project at either a Greenfield or Brownfield stage (see Market Sounding Section 5.6).  

Potential equity providers include farmers wanting to invest in off farm infrastructure, 

infrastructure investors, superannuation funds, and Māori interests. 

Market soundings have also indicated that some private investors which have a true 

intergenerational focus would prefer to invest for longer than 35 years. Provided such 

investments are structured appropriately, the Project could benefit from such investment for a 

minority shareholding. 

Public Sector Equity 

Our analysis is structured on the assumption that equity for the Project may be available from 

both HBRC and central Government (via MPI and the proposed Crown Water Investments 

scheme).  

Although there is no official decision with regards to the Crown‘s proposed investment in New 

Zealand irrigation schemes, from the engagement we have had with MPI and Treasury, any 

investments should consider providing an exit post scheme ramp up, with an investment return.  

Given the inherent positive externalities of the Project including environmental benefits and 

GDP multiplier impacts
5
, we have assumed that HBRC and MPI would be willing to invest in the 

Project at a lower cash return than private sector funds to the extent required to make the 

Project feasible with additional benefits (and investment rationale) provided from positive 

externalities and the hand back of the Project to HBRC at concession end.  

2.4. Potential Debt Financing 

A successful and acceptable debt structure for a single asset Greenfield infrastructure project is 

Project Finance, which we envisage would be used for this Project. Since the GFC, banks have 

generally been unwilling to take any significant demand risk in Greenfield projects. 

However, achievable gearing for the Project is likely to be limited unless a material portion of 

demand can be contracted (long term) or underwritten prior to construction start. The equity 

                                                      
5 Ruataniwha Irrigation Project Regional Economic Impacts and Financial Cost Benefit Analysis of the Proposed 
Ruataniwha Irrigation Scheme, Draft September 2012, Butcher Partners Ltd 
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market sounding process confirmed that equity investors would also prefer to match any debt 

funded repayments with that of contracted revenues. 

2.5. Capital Structure Analysis 

For a given water distribution price, capital structure can have a material impact on Project 

feasibility and financeability. We have undertaken extensive analysis on capital structure 

including looking at options with: 

 Varying proportions of public vs. private sector funding; 

 Varying levels of bank debt funding; 

 Varying levels of fixed rate hybrid equity funding contemplating a range of hybrid 

structures;  

 Varying return requirements for public sector funds; and 

 Varying concession period lengths.  

Overall, our capital structuring analysis demonstrated that the Project is feasible in a water 

distribution price range of 20-30c/m
3
.  

The optimal capital structure is likely to comprise a mix of public and private sector funding, with 

private sector funding comprising either bank debt and equity or a hybrid equity instrument and 

common equity.  

Our base case operating assumptions assumed a construction cost of approximately $250m, 

and operating costs of $2.5m-$3.0m per annum. 

 

2.6. Intergenerational Private Sector Ownership 

The structural model assumes the asset reverts back to full public sector (HBRC) ownership at 

the end of the 35 year concession period. Our initial market soundings indicated that some 

stakeholder groups have a particular intergenerational focus, and would value ownership past 

the end of the concession period. Our initial analysis has identified a range of structures 

whereby the standard ―BOOT‖ model could be transitioned into a ―Hybrid BOOT‖ with 

ownership at the end of the concession period being transferred to HBRC and other 

stakeholders. If structured appropriately, this can provide benefit to the Project.  
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2.7. Sensitivity Analysis  

We have undertaken extensive sensitivity analysis to evaluate the impact of changes in various 

assumptions on returns for a range of water distribution prices including sensitivity of: 

 Construction cost; 

 Construction timeframe; 

 Demand ramp up profile; 

 Ultimate long run demand / capacity utilisation; 

 Operating and maintenance costs; 

 Electricity prices; and 

 Electricity generation.  

Overall the Project‘s feasibility is robust to base operating assumptions in the 20-30c/m
3
 price 

range for moderate movements in each assumption. 
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Section 3 – Demand Analysis       
On Farm Investment and Financing Feasibility 

3.1 Summary 

Irrigation is considered to be the key enabler for unlocking high value agriculture in the 

Ruataniwha Plains, through enabling farm conversion and intensification. Macfarlane Rural 

Business Limited estimates that the Project could irrigate an additional 25,000 ha of farm land 

(current irrigation is approximately 6,000 ha) through delivery of pressurised water to the farm 

gate. This is expected to increase farm productivity for a total 42,000 ha once the wider ‗area of 

influence‘ is taken into account (for example, non-irrigation portions of partially irrigated farms)
6
. 

Macfarlane expects Dairy, Arable, and Sheep & Beef farm conversions or intensifications to 

make up approximately 20,000 ha (80%) of the irrigated land.  

Our analysis has identified six main farm conversion or intensification scenarios that would be 

financially viable to undertake given our anticipated water distribution price range of 

approximately 20-30c/m
3
 (see Supply Analysis, Section 2). Furthermore, we believe that 

farmers would be able to access bank lending to fund these conversions. The following table 

provides a summary of these six conversion scenarios, evaluating each investment from both a 

farmer returns and a debt capacity perspective, assuming stated water distribution prices. 

The blue columns evaluate the conversion/irrigation investment from a farmer returns 

perspective. The first column evaluates marginal return on investment for a water distribution 

price of 25c/m
3
 (this would be a farmer‘s Return on Equity (‗ROE‖) if the investment was 100% 

equity financed). The second column assumes the conversion investment is 100% debt 

financed, and evaluates the maximum water distribution price payable to cover debt principal 

and interest repayments (farmer‘s ROE would be 9.4% at the stated water distribution price for 

any equity contribution). The yellow column evaluates the maximum water distribution price 

payable to satisfy banking covenants.  

  Farmer Returns Analysis Debt Capacity 

Current Farm 

Type 

Post-Conversion 

Farm Type 

Marginal Return on 

Capital at 25c/m
3
 

(ROE if 100% equity funded) 

Max water price to 

service 100% debt 

finance & provide 

(effective) ROE of 9.4% 

Max water price for 

bank covenants  

(if 100% debt financed, 

with 20% current gearing) 

Sheep & Beef 
Sheep & Beef 

Intensive 
16% 34 c/m

3
 34 c/m

3
 

Dryland 

Finishing 
Intensive Arable 17% 45 c/m

3
 36 c/m

3
 

Dryland 

Finishing 
Dairy (light soil) 12% 41 c/m

3
 27 c/m

3
 

Arable 
Mixed Arable & 

Dairy Support 
6% 23 c/m

3
 27 c/m

3
 

Arable Intensive Arable 27% 55 c/m
3
 43 c/m

3
 

Arable Dairy (light soil) 14% 49 c/m
3
 31 c/m

3
 

                                                      
6 Ruataniwha Water Storage Project: Review of On-Farm Profitability, 5 September 2012, Macfarlane Rural Business  
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Our results demonstrate that at least five conversion scenarios (with three resulting farm types) 

provide strong returns at a water distribution price of 20-30 c/m
3
, with a sixth scenario and 

fourth farm type (Arable to Mixed Arable & Dairy Support) providing adequate returns at the 

middle of this water distribution price range. With more dairy in the area (or if dairy payouts 

increase), returns from Dairy Support have the potential to increase, making this conversion 

more financially viable, with farmers able to switch between Intensive Arable and Mixed Arable 

& Dairy Support fairly readily. 

Sheep & Beef farmers would also be able to convert flatter parts of their land to dairy with 

similar returns to a Dryland Finishing to Dairy conversion. 

Provided farmers have average to below average gearing at present, they should be able to 

undertake the above conversions with 100% debt financing (if required). 

3.2 Methodology 

Access to water for irrigation is a key enabler for farmers looking to increase the productivity, 

reliability, and potentially value of their farm land. Our demand side analysis determines 

whether the anticipated increase in earnings from various conversion scenarios will provide 

sufficient returns such that farmers are compelled to invest (on financial grounds), and will be 

able to obtain up to 100% bank financing (for farmers insufficient cash reserves to undertake 

the conversion).  

Predicted Land Use Types 

Returns from conversions differ depending on current and converted land use. Macfarlane 

estimate that the Project will benefit 42,000 ha of productive land in the Ruataniwha Plains; 

25,000 ha under direct irrigation and a further 17,000 ha indirectly. Macfarlane approximates 

that there are seven predominant current land use types, and nine feasible future land uses if 

reliable water is available for irrigation via the Project. The following table summarises 

Macfarlane‘s pre and post- Project land use assumptions for the catchment area, taking into 

consideration soil type, topography, rainfall, climate, conversion economics, and previous 

experiences with other irrigation schemes in Canterbury.  

 

Farm Type 

Current Land Use Post-Project Land Use 

Irrigated 

Land (ha) 

Dry Land 

(ha) 

Total      

(ha) 

Irrigated 

Land (ha) 

Dry Land 

(ha) 

Total       

(ha) 

1 Sheep & Beef  0 14,170 14,175 3,150 12,025 14,175 

2 Mixed Livestock 0 5,730 5,730 0 4,671 4,671 

3 Finishing 0 9,128 9,128 1,800 0 1,800 

4 Mixed Arable & 

Dairy Support 

0 0 0 2,950 738 3,388 

5 Arable 2,700 5,400 8,100 5,100 444 5,667 

6 Dairy (heavy soils) 0 700 700 1,150 0 1,150 

7 Dairy (light soils) 2,600 867 3,467 8,025 0 8,025 

8 Orchard 700 0 700 1,130 0 1,120 

9 Vineyard 0 0 0 1,695 0 1,695 

 Total 6,000 36,000 42,000 25,000 17,000 42,000 
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Overall, Macfarlane predicts that 82% of irrigated land will be converted to Dairy (37%), Arable 

(32%), or Sheep & Beef (13%) farms.  

Financially Viable Conversions 

To determine what conversion scenarios are financially viable, we have evaluated the 

investment decision for each conversion scenario in three distinct ways to determine a water 

distribution price payable from a farmer perspective: 

a) Marginal Return on Capital: This analysis looks at the marginal return on marginal 

investment for a conversion assuming a given water distribution price. The output is a 

percentage return on capital, and is therefore agnostic to funding structure utilised. If a 

farmer undertook a conversion that was 100% equity financed, the Marginal Return on 

Capital would reflect that farmer‘s Return on Equity.  

b) Marginal Farmer Return after Debt Servicing, assuming 100% debt financing: This 

analysis looks at the incremental return to farmers from a conversion after deducting debt 

principal and interest payments, assuming the conversion is 100% debt funded. The 

output from this analysis focuses on a maximum water distribution price payable to meet 

all debt servicing requirements and continue to pay farmers at least their current income.  

c) Bank Covenant Constraints: This analysis assumes a farmer wishes to invest in on farm 

infrastructure to undertake a conversion or intensification and requires 100% debt 

financing. The output from this analysis is the maximum water distribution price payable 

to stay within bank covenants (and therefore to obtain debt financing), assuming a range 

of starting gearing positions for the farmer undertaking the conversion. 

Our analysis does not incorporate any incremental increase in land values (other than from 

increased productivity) as a result of having access to reliable water. Therefore, any further 

capital gains anticipated would provide upside to the above analysis. (Historical results in 

Canterbury illustrate an increase in demand for land with reliable, cost effective water supply.) 

Of the conversion possibilities, we consider that there are six main conversion / intensification 

scenarios that are viable from a financial perspective. A complete set of revenue and cost 

assumptions for all conversion scenarios can be found in Appendix One.  

Key Assumptions 

Commodity Prices 

Commodity prices and productivity assumptions are particularly critical in determining farmers‘ 

capacity to pay for water. Our conversion investment decision analysis utilises Macfarlane‘s 

commodity price assumptions including a dairy payout of $6.50 per kg MS (including dividend), 

lamb and beef prices of $6.00 and $4.25 per kg respectively, and wool price of $4.00 per kg.  
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Productivity  

Macfarlane assume post-storage farm productivity would reflect performance of a farmer at the 

top 20
th
 percentile (based on current farming across New Zealand). This is on the basis that 

conversion investments will largely attract top performing and younger (more aggressive) 

farmers, conversions will utilise new technology, and high water reliability will enable farmers to 

maximise productive outputs without mitigating for drought risk. Macfarlane note that this 

assumption could be conservative looking out on the 30 year investment horizon (with 

technology and farming method improvements pushing future average productivity up past 

current top performers (for example Dairy production has increased approximately 47% over 

the past 21 years
7
). Top performance from farm conversions is often seen in practice where 

farm converters are those farmers that are willing to take on the inherent risk. Furthermore, 

experience with other schemes also suggests that farmers who undertake conversions will see 

opportunity in buying up their neighbours‘ farms who may not otherwise undertake conversions.  

Farming Models  

Mixed land uses are a trend that Macfarlane see further developing in the future based on the 

opportunity to maximise income per hectare and manage nitrogen. They have assumed mixed 

uses in their Arable farming models: the Intensive Arable farming model assumes crop and 

vegetable production, as well as provision of irrigated pasture for lamb finishing; and the Mixed 

Arable & Dairy Support farm model includes crops and the provision of irrigated pasture for 

winter dairy cow and heifer grazing. We have included a description of each farm type in 

Appendix Two. 

In order to validate Macfarlane‘s assumptions, we asked a number of farmers and processors to 

review the budgets. Their general feedback was that the farm models portray an accurate 

representation. Key comments were that production assumptions are aggressive but 

achievable, and arable cost estimates may be slightly low, particularly with respect to fertiliser 

inputs. Further discussion for each farm type is included in Appendix Two.  

Sensitivities 

We have also run a range of sensitivities to demonstrate the impact changes in commodity 

prices, interest rates, and farm productivity assumptions (or individual expectations) will have on 

farmers‘ willingness and ability to undertake conversions and pay for water. 

  

                                                      
7 Andrew Macfarlane, 8th August 2012, Macfarlane Rural Business 
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3.3 Investment Analysis A: Marginal Return on Capital  

This analysis evaluates the marginal return on capital from a conversion assuming a range of 

water distribution prices. Where farmer 100% equity finances a conversion investment, the 

return on capital will equal their return on equity. Where some debt and some equity are used 

for the investment and return on capital is higher than interest, return on equity (ROE) will be 

higher than the return on capital stated below.  

The marginal return on capital is calculated as the difference in Earnings before Interest and 

Tax (EBIT) before and after the conversion, divided by the conversion cost. The following table 

summarises marginal return on capital for a range of water distribution prices for each of the six 

main farm conversion scenarios.  

Current Farm 

Type 

Post-Conversion 

Farm Type Marginal Return on Capital 

Water Distribution price 15c/m
3
 20c/m

3 25c/m
3 30c/m

3 

Sheep & Beef 
Sheep & Beef 

Intensive  
23% 20% 16% 12% 

Dryland 

Finishing 
Intensive Arable        21% 19% 17% 15% 

Dryland 

Finishing 
Dairy (light soil)        14% 13% 12% 11% 

Arable 
Mixed Arable & 

Dairy Support 
24% 15% 6% -3% 

Arable Intensive Arable 32% 30% 27% 24% 

Arable Dairy (light soil) 16% 15% 14% 13% 

Results from the marginal return analysis show that each of the above six conversion scenarios 

would be a feasible investment (subject to financing) for a farmer with a 5% return on capital 

requirement, for any water distribution price up to 25c/m
3
. At a water distribution price of 

30c/m
3
, marginal return on capital becomes negative for Arable to Mixed Arable and Dairy 

Support conversions (on Macfarlane assumptions), however is above 10% for all of our other 

conversion scenarios.   

Overall, this analysis demonstrates what we consider to be robust returns for the following 

farming conversions (based on Macfarlane‘s assumptions), which should, qualitative factors 

and access to financing aside, compel farmers to make the necessary on farm investment: 

 Sheep and Beef farms converting to Intensive Sheep and Beef farms; 

 Dryland Finishing farms converting to Intensive Arable farms;  

 Dryland Finishing farms converting to Dairy (light soil) (or flat sections of Sheep & Beef 

farms converting to Dairy (light soil));  

 Arable farms converting to Intensive Arable farms; and 

 Arable farms converting to Dairy (light soil) farms.  
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Additionally, returns from Arable to Mixed Arable and Dairy Support conversion appear to be 

sufficient up to a water distribution price up to approximately 25c/m
3
. With more dairy in the 

area (or if dairy payouts increase), returns from Dairy Support have the potential to increase, 

making this conversion more financially viable (able to support a higher water distribution price), 

with farmers able to switch between Intensive Arable and Mixed Arable & Dairy Support fairly 

readily. 

Higher returns for Arable Intensifications are driven by the large increase in EBIT of $1,478 per 

ha (at a water distribution price of 25c/m
3
) for an on-farm conversion investment of $5,550 per 

ha. For Sheep & Beef Intensifications, strong returns are driven by the small on-farm investment 

required of $1,224 per ha (with irrigation infrastructure the only investment necessary) relative 

to the resulting $240 per ha increase in EBIT. Dairy conversion are expensive relative to other 

conversions at $24,185 per ha, however the high resulting increase in EBIT ($3,329 per ha at 

25c/m
3
) provides robust returns on a percentage basis. Due to their capital intensive nature, 

dairy conversions will be more sensitive to access to capital from banks, this is analysed below. 

3.4 Investment Analysis B: Marginal Farmer Returns after Debt 
Servicing for 100% debt financed conversions  

Most farmers are unlikely to have sufficient surplus capital to be able to 100% equity finance a 

conversion investment. This analysis assumes that a farmer looking to undertake a conversion 

has no spare capital and therefore needs to evaluate their investment decision assuming the 

investment is 100% debt funded (the most conservative assumption).  

The following table evaluates the maximum water distribution price payable such that the 

increase in on farm earnings is sufficient to service all loan principal and interest repayments, 

with the farmer still continuing to earn their existing earnings (with lower drought risk) after debt 

repayments.  

As debt principal and interest repayments equal 9.4% per annum
8
, the effective ROE (that is, 

ROE for farmers partially funding the conversion with cash equity), would therefore be 9.4% at 

the stated maximum water distribution price. ROE would be higher than 9.4% for any water 

distribution price below this theoretical maximum (and vice versa).  

Key debt assumptions include an interest rate of 7%
9
 and a standard loan repayment period of 

20 years.  

Current Farm Type Post-Conversion Farm Type 

Max water distribution price to service 100% 

debt finance & provide implicit ROE of 9.4% 

Sheep & Beef Sheep & Beef Intensive  34 c/m
3
 

Dryland Finishing Intensive Arable        45 c/m
3
 

Dryland Finishing Dairy (light soil) 41 c/m
3
 

Arable Mixed Arable & Dairy Support 23 c/m
3
 

Arable Intensive Arable 55 c/m
3
 

Arable Dairy (light soil) 49 c/m
3
 

                                                      
8 Based on an interest rate of 7% and 20 year credit foncier repayments 
9 This is reflective of BNZ‘s five to seven year fixed interest lending rates for a farmer with a normal credit profile  
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Five of the six conversion scenarios could service the incremental debt required to make the 

investment and provide a return on equity materially higher than 9.4% at any price in our 20 

c/m
3
-30c/m

3
 range. For a water distribution price below 23c/m

3
, the same would be true for 

Arable to Mixed Arable & Dairy Support conversions. For any price above this, an Arable farmer 

looking to convert to Arable & Dairy Support would require a some cash equity to contribute to 

the conversion investment (at an ROE below 9.4%), or would need to accept a slight reduction 

in earnings from their current level (which could still be a rational investment decision given our 

analysis does not wholly incorporate capital gain expectations, and Dairy Support returns may 

increase with increasing Dairy in the area).  

3.5 Investment Analysis C: Bank Covenant Constraints 

Farmers that take out bank loans to (wholly or partially) fund conversions would have to satisfy 

bank lending criteria in order to obtain debt financing. For a conversion, banks will generally 

focus on the borrower‘s ability to repay debt (principal and interest repayments) from post-

conversion earnings. Banks‘ analysis will focus on total debt (including current and incremental) 

and total earnings post-conversion, rather than just marginal returns. As banks lending criteria 

methodologies differ from the marginal investment analysis a farmer may undertake, the 

maximum water distribution price payable for a given conversion from a bank‘s perspective is 

likely to differ from the price payable from a farmer‘s perspective.  

Bank Lending Criteria 

The parameters on which banks lend to the agricultural sector are broadly similar across the 

major agricultural lenders in New Zealand. Current credit parameters used for standard 

agricultural lending are approximately: 

EBITD Fixed Charges Coverage (FCC)
1
 > 1.25x 

Loan to Value Ratio (LVR)
2
 <= 65% 

Principal and Interest payback period <= 20 years 

1 (EBITD + Rentals) / (Interest + Rentals) 

2. Debt / Asset Value 

All agribusiness retail banks have similar criteria with only minor differences, although banks do 

change their lending criteria periodically. (Where a bank is looking to increase its agricultural 

lending exposure, it may slightly reduce its credit parameter hurdles (for example, lend to a 

minimum 1.20x FCC). Conversely, a bank looking to reduce its agricultural exposure may only 

undertake new lending up to an LVR of 60% for example. We undertook peer review analysis in 

March 2011 that indicated the above credit parameters are broadly similar for the top four 

agribusiness lenders, with a slight conservative bias.) 

Fixed Charges Coverage (―FCC‖) is a measure of a farm‘s ability to service interest expense 

from its cash flow. Banks will generally assess FCC assuming higher than expected interest 

rates, and lower than expected (long term sustainable) commodity prices, to verify interest 

servicing ability under a ‗stressed‘ or conservative scenario. As the water distribution price will 

impact post-conversion EBITD, banks‘ minimum FCC thresholds could constrain water 

distribution price payable.  

The Loan to Value Ratio (―LVR‖) is a measure of farm‘s debt over its assets. LVR is not directly 

impacted by water distribution price. However, a high conversion cost will increase the LVR and 
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may therefore constrain the investment decision. This is the case where a farmer already has 

relatively high gearing but will generally not be a constraint otherwise.  

Our analysis has indicated that the credit metrics which constrain the price payable for water 

are the maximum principal and interest payback period and FCC. Assuming starting gearing is 

relatively moderate, maximum LVR is almost always satisfied in our analysis if the payback 

period requirement is satisfied.  

Water Distribution price Payable with Banking Constraints Applied  

Our analysis below determines the maximum water distribution price payable at which banks‘ 

lending criteria is satisfied. We have undertaken this analysis assuming a range of pre-

conversion gearing levels, given this can influence results significantly (with farmers at high 

levels of gearing unlikely to be able to undertake conversions at any water distribution price).  

Our Bank Covenant Constraint analysis, similar to any bank‘s analysis, uses conservative 

commodity price and interest rate assumptions to gauge debt servicing ability. We have 

employed the following debt credit assumptions (not to be confused with economic forecasts 

which are more favourable): interest rate 8%, dairy payout $6.00 per kg MS (including 

dividend), beef price $3.70 per kg, lamb price $4.83-$5.26 per kg (depending on size), and wool 

price of $3.00 per kg.  

The following table summarises the maximum water distribution price payable based on banks‘ 

current lending criteria assuming a range of current gearing levels (for a farmer looking to 

undertake a conversion on their own farm requiring 100% debt financing for the conversion): 

Current Farm 

Type 

Post-Conversion Farm 

Type 
Max Price Payable based on Debt Constraints 

Current Gearing (LVR = debt/assets) 0% 10% 20% 30% 

Sheep & Beef Sheep & Beef Intensive  60 c/m
3
 47 c/m

3
 34 c/m

3
 22 c/m

3
 

Dryland Finishing Intensive Arable        49 c/m
3
 43 c/m

3
 36 c/m

3
 30 c/m

3
 

Dryland Finishing Dairy (light soil) 36 c/m
3
 31 c/m

3
 27 c/m

3
 22 c/m

3
 

Arable 
Mixed Arable & Dairy 

Support 
42 c/m

3
 34 c/m

3
 27 c/m

3
 20 c/m

3
 

Arable Intensive Arable 57 c/m
3
 50 c/m

3
 43 c/m

3
 35 c/m

3
 

Arable Dairy (light soil) 42 c/m
3
 37 c/m

3
 31 c/m

3
 26 c/m

3
 

Farmers with less than approximately 20% gearing at present are likely to be able to undertake 

any of our six conversion scenarios with 100% debt financing, with bank lending criteria not 

likely to be a constraint on the water distribution price payable (assuming a water distribution 

price of approximately 20c/m
3
 to 30c/m

3
).  

Farmers with up to 30% current gearing looking to undertake either Dryland Finishing to 

Intensive Arable conversions, or Arable Intensifications are also likely to be able to undertake 

these conversions with 100% debt financing, without any constraint from bank lending criteria.  

Farmers with higher materially current gearing than this will likely require at least some equity 

financing (from cash or co-investors) for any conversion.   
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Our analysis of current farm gearing levels in the Hawke‘s Bay indicates that gearing for the 

average farmer is approximately 20 percent
10

. This indicates that the potential pool of 

converters includes: 

 Approximately half of current farmers in the Hawke‘s Bay that have no surplus cash 

available (and therefore require 100% debt financing); plus 

 Farmers with 20-30% current gearing looking to undertake either Dryland Finishing to 

Intensive Arable conversions, or Arable Intensifications; plus 

 Farmers with a higher level of current gearing but with cash equity available (from trusts 

or co-investors) to partially or wholly fund conversions; plus 

 Lowly geared farmers from outside the Hawke‘s Bay region looking to invest in farms with 

high water security in the Ruataniwha Plains (analysed below).  

Farm Acquiring 

The above analysis assumes existing farm owners would undertake their own conversions. 

However, Macfarlane consider that conversions are also likely to be undertaken by other 

farmers purchasing dry farms in the Ruataniwha Plains and converting (as was the experience 

for Canterbury schemes). Potential farm acquirers could be neighbouring farmers or farmers 

from outside the Hawke‘s Bay.  

The demand for dryland farms by farm acquirers would be driven by land prices, with potential 

farm acquirers only likely to purchase in the Ruataniwha Plains if it is at or below market rates in 

major farming provinces across New Zealand. This is because larger corporate farm acquirers 

often have centrally located operations and therefore are reasonably indifferent to where they 

purchase land to convert, assuming regional infrastructure is adequate. Potential acquirers 

would need to perceive that the balance between land and water distribution price reflected the 

cost of purchasing an intensified, irrigated farm elsewhere. In past schemes in Canterbury, dairy 

conversions were fuelled by cheap land. However the market has since adjusted and land 

prices in New Zealand have moved upwards to reflect the opportunity, driven by the 

commoditisation of land throughout New Zealand.  

The acquirers would be able to leverage their existing balance sheets to assist with obtaining 

debt financing for the farm purchase and conversion costs. The availability of debt financing for 

such an investment (for a given water distribution price) depends on two key factors: the size of 

the acquirer relative to the purchased farm; and the acquirer‘s current gearing. We have 

analysed Dairy farm acquirers as an example:  

 A current dairy farmer looking to purchase an arable farm of the same size and convert to 

dairy is not likely to be able to obtain 100% debt financing for the acquisition (at any water 

distribution price) and will require capital reserves in order to make the investment.  

 A current dairy farmer looking to purchase an arable farm that is half its size and convert 

to dairy, should be able to do so at any water distribution price (in the 20c/m
3
 to 30c/m

3
 

price range) provided their existing gearing is below approximately 18%.  

In summary, farm acquisitions and conversions will likely only be undertaken by farmers either 

looking to sell their current farm and migrate to the Ruataniwha Plains, larger farmers with 

average to below average gearing, or farmers with surplus cash reserves or co-investors.  

                                                      
10 Weighted average from BNZ Agricultural customer database (Arable data) and Hawke‘s Bay/ Wairarapa Sheep and 
Beef Pastoral Monitoring, 2011, MAF (Sheep and Beef data) 
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MPI dairy data indicates that the average gearing ratio for New Zealand‘s top performing dairy 

farmers (upper quartile) is approximately 39%
11

, indicating that the pool of potential dairy 

acquires may be limited to those with co-investors, or approximately a subset of top performing 

dairy farmers (those with lower than average current gearing). Gearing ratios for Sheep & Beef 

and Arable farms are less than those of dairy, with dairy gearing skewed upwards by recent 

debt-funded conversions (and off farm irrigation investments) in Canterbury, Southland and 

Otago. Gearing for the typical Sheep & Beef and Arable farm is 15%
12

 and 22%
13

 respectively. 

As the dairy industry has historically had less volatile returns is can sustain and access higher 

levels of debt capital. 

3.6 Sensitivity Analysis 

Our above investment analysis is dependent on various revenue, cost, and capital market 

assumptions. Three critical assumptions that can have a significant impact on returns or debt 

capacity for any given water distribution price are: commodity prices, farmer management 

performance, and interest rates. We have undertaken sensitivities that reflect changes to (or 

varying outlooks for) each of these assumptions. 

Commodity Price 

Each potential investor‘s commodity price outlook will be an important driver for their investment 

decisions. The following table summarises our base case, low case and high case commodity 

price assumptions: 

 

Farmer Returns Analysis 

Assumptions 

Debt Capacity                               

Assumptions 

Commodity Low Base High Low Base High 

Dairy (per kg MS) 

including dividend 
$6.00 $6.50 $7.00 $5.50 $6.00 $6.50 

Lamb selling price*     

(per kg)        
$5.40 $6.00 $6.60 $4.35-$4.73 $4.83-$5.26 $4.73-$5.79 

Beef selling price*       

(per kg) 
$3.83 $4.25 $4.68 $3.33 $3.70 $4.07 

* We have made similar adjustments to lamb and beef purchase prices to achieve a plus or minus 10% movement in 

Revenue Margin14 for each sensitivity 

We have similarly applied a plus or minus 10% sensitivity to crop prices. A description of the 

methodology used to calculate sensitivities can be found in Appendix Three.  

Our ‗low‘ dairy payout assumption of $6.00 per kg MS (including dividend) is similar to the lower 

end of the payout implied by Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations‘ 10 year 

whole milk powder price projections
15

, after adjusting for the USD/NZD exchange rate. Our 

‗high‘ dairy payout assumption of $7.00 per kg MS aligns with MPI‘s average milk payout 

projections for 2014 - 2016
16

.  

                                                      
11 National Dairy Pastoral Monitoring, 2011, MAF 
12 Hawke‘s Bay/Wairarapa Sheep and Beef Pastoral Monitoring, 2011, MAF 
13 Canterbury Arable Cropping Horticulture and Arable Monitoring, 2011, MAF. (Canterbury accounts for 65% of 
national arable farming and is therefore assumed to represent the national average) 
14 Revenue margins represent the revenue resulting from sales of beef and lamb, less related stock purchases. For 
Mixed Arable and Dairy Support conversions, all revenue is sensitised.  
15 OECD-FAO Agricultural Outlook 2012-2021, 2012, OECD 
16 Situation and Outlook for Primary Industries, June 2012, MPI 
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Commodity ‘High’ Case: 

The following table summarises investment analysis outputs assuming ‗high‘ rather than our 

base case commodity assumptions: 

  Farmer Returns Analysis Debt Capacity 

Current Farm 

Type 

Post-Conversion 

Farm Type 

Marginal Return on 

Capital at 25c/m
3
 

 

Max water price to 

service 100% debt 

finance & provide 

(effective) ROE of 9.4% 

Max water price for 

bank covenants  

(if 100% debt financed, 

with 20% current gearing) 

Sheep & Beef 
Sheep & Beef 

Intensive  
20% 40 c/m

3
 48 c/m

3
 

Dryland 

Finishing 
Intensive Arable        25% 60 c/m

3
 57 c/m

3
 

Dryland 

Finishing 
Dairy (light soil) 15% 60 c/m

3
 45 c/m

3
 

Arable 
Mixed Arable & 

Dairy Support 
15% 28 c/m

3
 38 c/m

3
 

Arable Intensive Arable 36% 72 c/m
3
 64 c/m

3
 

Arable Dairy (light soil) 17% 68 c/m
3
 50 c/m

3
 

As our six main conversions are financially feasible on a number of levels at base case 

commodity prices, increasing price assumptions only improves financial feasibility. Of particular 

note is the marked improvement in returns from Arable farm conversions to Mixed Arable and 

Dairy Support, with marginal return on capital (at 25c/m
3
) improving from 6% to 15% under a 

$0.50 higher dairy payout and 10% higher crop margin assumption.  

Commodity ‘Low’ Case: 

The following table summarises investment analysis outputs assuming ‗low‘ rather than our 

base case commodity assumptions: 

  Farmer Returns Analysis Debt Capacity 

Current Farm 

Type 

Post-Conversion 

Farm Type 

Marginal Return on 

Capital at 25c/m
3
 

 

Max water price to 

service 100% debt 

finance & provide 

(effective) ROE of 9.4% 

Max water price for 

bank covenants  

(if 100% debt financed, 

with 20% current gearing) 

Sheep & Beef 
Sheep & Beef 

Intensive  
12% 28 c/m

3
 21 c/m

3
 

Dryland 

Finishing 
Intensive Arable        10% 25 c/m

3
 15 c/m

3
 

Dryland 

Finishing 
Dairy (light soil) 9% 23 c/m

3
 8 c/m

3
 

Arable 
Mixed Arable & 

Dairy Support 
-3% 18 c/m

3
 17 c/m

3
 

Arable Intensive Arable 17% 38 c/m
3
 22 c/m

3
 

Arable Dairy (light soil) 10% 30 c/m
3
 13 c/m

3
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The downside commodity price sensitivity results present somewhat less financially feasible 

conversion investment decisions. However, farmer perceptions of future commodity prices are 

the main factor that will drive their respective investment decisions: 

 Whilst some farmers may consider (for example) that a $6.00/kg MS payout (including 

dividend) is feasible for the long term, there are likely to be more farmers with a more 

favourable outlook, and it is these farmers that will likely invest; and 

 A number of commodity prices are currently down from historical highs. Therefore many 

farmers may anticipate commodity prices higher than our ‗low‘ case assumptions (and 

potentially higher than our ‗high‘ case assumptions) over the medium to long term. 

Farm Management Performance 

Effective farm management is a key driver of farm productivity, affecting both farm revenues 

and input costs. Our base case analysis assumes production equal to a farmer in the top 20
th
 

percentile (a level that MacFarlane states has been achieved in practice for other conversions 

and intensifications). The sensitivity analysis provides downside analysis, assuming that 

average farm performance is instead achieved,
17

 as summarised in the following table: 

Average Farmer Management Performance (Downside Case): 

  Farmer Returns Analysis Debt Capacity 

Current Farm 

Type 

Post-Conversion 

Farm Type 

Marginal Return on 

Capital at 25c/m
3
 

 

Max water price to 

service 100% debt 

finance & provide 

(effective) ROE of 9.4% 

Max water price for 

bank covenants  

(if 100% debt financed, 

with 20% current gearing) 

Sheep & Beef 
Sheep & Beef 

Intensive  
-19% Negative * Negative * 

Dryland 

Finishing 
Intensive Arable        6% 16 c/m

3
 10 c/m

3
 

Dryland 

Finishing 
Dairy (light soil) 10% 29 c/m

3
 14 c/m

3
 

Arable 
Mixed Arable & 

Dairy Support 
-5% 17 c/m

3
 22 c/m

3
 

Arable Intensive Arable 10% 27 c/m
3
 17 c/m

3
 

Arable Dairy (light soil) 12% 37 c/m
3
 23 c/m

3
 

* water price would have to be negative  

  

                                                      
17 Ruataniwha Water Storage Project: Review of On-Farm Profitability, Appendix ‗Average Performance‘, August 
2012, Macfarlane Rural Business 
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This analysis demonstrates that, in most cases, only farmers that are (or perceive themselves 

to be) top performing farmers will conceivably undertake land use change conversions or 

intensifications in the Ruataniwha Plains as the result of the Project. That said, according to 

Macfarlane, farmers that are currently of ‗average‘ performance could be in the top 20 

percentile of performers post conversion given: 

 The conversion will require investment in new technology which will improve productivity 

above ‗average‘ farms with aged technology; 

 Higher debt levels sharpen performance; 

 Farmers generally undertake a change in behaviour and work ethic upon undertaking a 

conversion;  

 Management is confident to push a farm to its productive maximum, knowing that 

irrigation capacity will leave the farm susceptible to only the most extreme climactic 

conditions; and 

 Increased infrastructure improves productivity.  

Macfarlane have indicated that the productivity differential for poor versus top performing 

farmers is particularly pronounced for Sheep & Beef farming (hill country farming in particular), 

which is reflected in the significant drop in conversion feasibility for Sheep & Beef 

Intensifications (to substantially negative marginal return on capital) under an average 

performance assumption. The large swing is due to lower lambing, reduced carcass weight, and 

cessation of lamb trading operations for the average versus the top 20
th
 percentile sheep & beef 

farmer.  
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Interest Rate 

For any conversion requiring partial or 100% debt financing, financial feasibility and the 

maximum water distribution price payable is sensitive to changes in borrowing costs.  

Interest Rates Increase from 7% to 8% per annum: 

The following table shows the maximum water distribution price payable if interest rates were to 

increase by 1 percentage point (there is no change in the Marginal Return on Capital as this 

analysis is ambivalent to the capital funding structure:  

  Farmer Returns Analysis Debt Capacity 

Current Farm 

Type 

Post-Conversion 

Farm Type 

Marginal Return on 

Capital at 25c/m
3
 

 

Max water price to 

service 100% debt 

finance & provide 

(effective) ROE of 10% 

Max water price for 

bank covenants  

(if 100% debt financed, 

with 20% current gearing) 

Sheep & Beef 
Sheep & Beef 

Intensive  
No change 33 c/m

3
 31 c/m

3
 * 

Dryland 

Finishing 
Intensive Arable        No change 43 c/m

3
 33 c/m

3 
* 

Dryland 

Finishing 
Dairy (light soil) No change 37 c/m

3
 21 c/m

3 
* 

Arable 
Mixed Arable & 

Dairy Support 
No change 23 c/m

3
 26 c/m

3 
* 

Arable Intensive Arable No change 54 c/m
3
 40 c/m

3 
* 

Arable Dairy (light soil) No change 45 c/m
3
 26 c/m

3 
* 

* assuming bank ‘conservative’ sensitivity assumptions also increase by 1% from 8% to 9%  

Overall, a significant increase in interest rates, without any offsetting increase in commodity 

prices will marginally reduce the financially feasible water distribution price by 0-2c/m
3
 for most 

farm types, and by 4-5 c/m
3
 for a conversion to dairy. Interest rate increases will have the 

greatest affect on a dairy conversion due to the higher relative conversion cost that, if the 

farmer has no cash reserves, will require 100% debt financing.  

3.7 Factors Affecting Investment Decisions  

Quantitative Factors 

Earnings Stability and Associated Land Value Increase 

Our analysis has focused on steady state returns and debt capacity. However, for some 

farmers, one of the main drivers for investing in on farm irrigation infrastructure will be earnings 

security and stability, rather than increased earnings. Hawke‘s Bay‘s water security is currently 

only 1 in 5 year reliability
18

, expected to fall to 1 in 3 year due to 10-15% lower rainfalls during 

                                                      
18 Based on a 1 in 5 year drought event, that is, a 1 in 5 year allocation will not be sufficient oft the full consented area 
to be irrigated 
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winter and spring
19

, there is a strong motivation for farmers to invest in irrigation infrastructure 

simply to de-risk their earnings and remove climactic volatility. In addition, possible increase in 

minimum flows will further reduce availability.  

The volatility of returns from non-irrigated farm land is not specifically taken into account in 

Macfarlane‘s pre-irrigation farm models, adding an element of conservatism to our farmer 

returns analysis (which is based on Macfarlane‘s farm budgets). Earnings volatility is an 

important factor for any investment decision. Where earnings volatility reduces 

contemporaneously with earnings uplift (as in the case with irrigation investments), the earnings 

uplift required to compel investment should be lower (and, for risk adverse farmers, may be 

breakeven or even negative). 

Irrigated farm land will be more resilient to climactic events and should therefore attract a 

premium value to dry farm land. Our analysis implicitly takes into account the increased land 

value from increased earnings
20

; but we have ignored any uplift in land values attributable to 

reduced volatility of earnings
21

. This uplift could rationally compel farmers to invest in irrigation 

even where anticipated returns from earnings uplift (as analysed in our Investment Analysis A 

and B) are low, nil, or even negative.  

Return Hurdles 

Investment criteria and requirements differ amongst farmers. The opportunity cost of capital is 

the foregone opportunity to invest in an alternative investment. Farmers will have varying 

perceptions of investment opportunities forgone, and alternative investment opportunities may 

differ depending on each farmer‘s risk appetite or current gearing positions. For some farmers, 

the only alternative investment considered might be bank term deposits (in which case marginal 

returns should be compared against bank deposit rates). Other farmers may consider a wide 

range of potential investments to be viable investment alternatives.  

Qualitative Factors 

Our analysis has focused on financial feasibility for on farm infrastructure investment. However, 

there are a number of qualitative factors that will influence farmers‘ investment decisions 

arguably more than financial considerations. Often perception rather than detailed analysis will 

play an important part in investment decisions. 

Farmer Characteristics 

A farmer‘s personal circumstances will have a large influence on their land conversion or 

intensification investment decision. The farmer‘s age is a particularly important characteristic:  

older farmers are less likely to want to undertake a lengthy and riskier land conversion process, 

where the full financial benefits will only realised after a number of years; whereas younger 

farmers are better suited to take on the medium term, riskier investment of a farm conversion or 

intensification.  

Older farmer‘s lower risk appetites could be overcome with succession. A high proportion of 

Hawke‘s Bay farms are intergenerational, however it is often uneconomic for additional family 

                                                      
19 Hawke‘s Bay Cropping Farm, MAF, June 2010 
20 The value of any asset should theoretically be the sum of its discounted expected future cash flows 
21 Future cash flows with lower volatility should be discounted at a lower discount rate (reflecting lower risk), therefore 
making the theoretical asset value (sum of discounted future cash flows) higher 
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members to work on the farm. The increased earnings from intensive irrigated farming and 

younger family members naturally higher risk appetite could stimulate demand for irrigation 

conversions. This has been one of the main drivers for conversions in Canterbury and Otago, 

which exhibit similar characteristics of existing intergenerational land ownership. The younger 

generation has generally been more accepting of investing in and learning a new system.  

The decision to convert will also depend on other personal attributes, such as, interests in the 

farm type, individual farmer skills, and risk appetite. Macfarlane note that risk adverse farmers 

are less likely to undertake conversions, and anecdotal evidence suggests that farmers will only 

likely convert to a land use they are familiar with (or which is very similar to their field of 

expertise). 

Regulatory Uncertainty 

Regulatory uncertainty is another important consideration in whether to invest in a conversion or 

not. For example, the environmental impacts of nitrogen and phosphate farm run-off or leaching 

are of increasing importance as land use intensifies. Some environmental guidelines already 

prescribe permissible levels of nitrogen and phosphate run-off. Some farmers may be 

concerned that permissible run-off levels could decrease in future, reducing potential farm 

returns and therefore impacting their conversion decision.  

Supply Contracts  

Relationships with processors and certainty of off-take will also impact on farmers‘ decision to 

convert. Some farmers have historically been reluctant to enter into lamb and beef supply 

contracts due to production volatility and the consequences of not meeting supply requirements. 

Irrigation could mitigate this concern and stimulate appetite for longer term supply contracts 

Other Risks 

There are a number of other risks that are presently faced by farmers that will not able to be 

influenced under the Project or by HBRC but which may influence farmers‘ investment 

decisions. These risks include bio-security risk, and commodity price volatility, and will be of 

increased concern for farmers as they leverage up to invest in irrigation. 

These and other qualitative demand factors were considered by Castalia as part of their 

Demand Study.   
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Section 4 – Equilibrium Price 

Analysis  

4.1 Ruataniwha Plains Agricultural Diversity  

Our off-farm and on-farm investment feasibility analysis detailed in Sections 2 and 3 

demonstrates that there is a range of water prices for which the Project is feasible from both a 

demand and supply perspective. However, as potential returns to on farm investments vary 

across farming types, the ultimate future agricultural make up of the Ruataniwha Plains may 

differ under varying water distribution price and capital structure scenarios.  

The following chart demonstrates the feasible water price from both a demand and supply 

perspective, illustrating the various farm types and farm conversion scenarios that are feasible 

in the feasible price range (for a farmer with a 10% marginal return requirement, 20% current 

gearing, requiring 100% debt finance for the on farm investment).  

 

Full privatisation, even with perpetual ownership, is not feasible as marginal on-farm returns are 

not sufficient to justify paying the water distribution price that would be required to attract 

sufficient capital for the dam and associated distribution and reticulation infrastructure.  

There is a price range from approximately 20c/m
3
 to 30c/m

3
 (on Base Case assumptions) 

where returns are sufficient to compel investment in both on-farm conversions/intensifications 

and investment in off-farm dam and distribution infrastructure. In the upper bound of this range, 

future land use is likely to be concentrated between Sheep & Beef and Arable farming. Whilst 

some land may be employed for other agricultural uses, such usage is likely to be more limited 
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as it will require investment by farmers with either lower marginal return requirements than 10%, 

lower than average current gearing, or higher price or productivity perceptions than in 

Macfarlane‘s forecasts. 

At the lower bound of this range, Dairy and Mixed Arable & Dairy Support farming also become 

financially feasible (as well as Sheep & Beef and Arable farming), resulting in greater diversity 

and resilience of the catchment. However, achievement of a water distribution price in this lower 

bound will depend on procurement outcomes during Phase Two.  
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Section 5 – Procurement and 

Risk Allocation  

5.1. The Procurement Strategy 

We recommended (and have assumed throughout our analysis) that the Project is procured 

under a Build Own Operate Transfer (BOOT) model. That is, an SPV will build the dam and 

associated distribution network, own, and operate the assets for a 35 year concession period, 

before transferring the dam and associated distribution and reticulation infrastructure back to 

HBRC (and potentially other stakeholders) at the end of the concession period. 

A BOOT strategy is considered appropriate given the following restrictions: 

 The public sector does not have sufficient spare capital to fund 100% of the Project cost; 

 The public sector does not have the inclination to fund 100% of the Project given 

competing priorities; 

 The public sector does not have existing expertise, and there is no community need for 

the public sector to design, build and operate irrigation infrastructure; and 

 The maximum water consenting period under the RMA is only 35 years. If private 

investors owned the Project in perpetuity, earnings beyond 35 years would be more 

heavily discounted given the consenting risk; and the private sector can make sufficient 

returns within 35 years, therefore Transfer to public sector after 35 years is suitable. 

A BOOT structure appears to be more feasible than full privatisation as: 

 Our market sounding has not yet uncovered sufficient debt and equity capital to fund the 

Project with 100% private finance at Greenfield stage without significant contracted water 

sales, given post GFC bank market appetite; 

 Private investors do not value the Project‘s positive externalities and as such, a much 

higher water price is required to meet private sector return requirements. The price of 

water for a wholly privatised Project is prohibitive to farmers; 

 Transfer back to the public sector under a BOOT structure provides compensation for the 

development risk and demand risk borne by its initial investment, and Project 

sponsorship. 

‑ Our analysis demonstrates that some public equity is required during initial ramp up to 

make the Project feasible from both an on-farm and off-farm perspective; and 

 A large sub-section of Private sector investors will heavily discount any benefit of 

ownership beyond 35 years (a sensitivity testing a 50 year concession moved the feasible 

water price by less than 1 c/m
3
). 
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There may be a case for partial privatisation post concession where such partial privatisation 

provides a tangible financial benefit to the Project. Our analysis demonstrates that 

intergenerational equity for certain stakeholders can be accommodated with the proposed 

BOOT structure and can benefit the Project if structured appropriately.  

Procurement Approach  

Rather than asking bidders to form fully funded consortia to pitch for the Project as a whole 

(design, build, own, finance, and operate), we recommend tendering each aspect of the Project 

separately. There are a number of reasons for this: 

 There are a limited number of Regional Promoters that can participate in the Project to 

share in ramp-up risk. To maximise the benefit to the Project, all of these Regional 

Promoters need to be engaged, and not split amongst various bidding consortia. 

 This approach encourages a ‗best in breed‘ outcome to deliver the best value for money 

outcome for the Hawke‘s Bay region. 

 HBRC, as Project sponsor, will be able to retain greater control over the Project‘s 

structure, participants, cost, and pricing throughout the process. 

 HBRC will be able to develop solutions and respond accordingly to risk allocation issues 

to minimise procurement timetable and hence development costs. 

 This approach avoids duplication of development fees (legal, tax, accounting, financial, 

technical). 

 In the current market, Greenfield projects with revenues that rely on user payments 

(rather than availability payments from the Government) are not prima facie financeable. 

Under a consortium bidding structure, there is a risk bidders will not be able to find ways 

to overcome this hurdle without substantially increasing water distribution price.  

 The proposed structure contemplates both private and public ownership, reliance on user 

payment revenues, and transfer to public sector ownership after a determined concession 

period. This structure is a more complex derivative of a Private Public Partnership, which 

in itself is very new to the New Zealand market. Asking consortia to bid for this unique 

Project structure as a consortium would be timely and costly, and could deter potential 

bidders.  

 The common aspect of HBRC and MPI equity would further complicate a consortia 

bidding framework. 

Under this proposal each of the following services would be procured separately: 

 Design and Build of the dam, reticulation infrastructure, and turbine; 

 Operation of the dam, reticulation infrastructure and turbine throughout the concession 

period; 

 Debt financing for the Project SPV; 

 Private Sector Equity financing; and 

 Public Sector Equity investment approval process. 
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Procurement Timeline 

We recommend that tendering / bidding processes for Project services be undertaken 

contemporaneously with the (10 month) EPA approval process, which should provide the 

selected design and construction provider with the potential to start works in the final quarter of 

2013.  

The first 5 months of the procurement period would focus on tendering / bidding processes, 

leaving the remaining 5 months to complete documentation, which can be a complex and 

lengthy process.  

Advice from T&T
22

 is that construction should commence in September to take advantage of 

annually low river flows for the river diversion and river bed construction. Accommodating 

construction around EPA approval timeframes will be a specific point of consideration for the 

construction tender process, with contractors asked to consider solutions that would avoid 

unnecessarily long delays between EPA approval and construction. 

5.2. Ownership 

Background 

At an indicative cost of approximately $250m, the Project will be both the largest irrigation 

scheme in New Zealand to date, and the largest infrastructure project in the Hawke‘s Bay since 

flood protection work undertaken in the 1980‘s and 1990‘s. Given the scale of the Project, we 

have investigated financing options that consider involvement from both public and private 

sector.  

Investigation of private sector funding was considered necessary given:  

 The Project‘s scale is too large for HBRC to fund itself:  

‑ HBRC‘s existing assets total $485m, and forecast investment over the next ten years 

excluding the Project is $105m compared to an indicative Project cost of 

approximately $250m;  

‑ HBRC has specified in its Long Term Plan that it will not approve any investment in 

the Project unless it has commitment from other shareholders.  

 We understand that, whilst central Government has signalled that it will consider capital 

investment in irrigation infrastructure, it will only invest as a minority investor where its 

investment would encourage other investors to become involved; and total investment 

New Zealand wide is capped at $400m.  

Investigation of public sector funding is considered necessary given our initial analysis 

demonstrated that returns will not be sufficient to attract private equity to the Project at prices 

that are affordable to a sufficient range of farmers. The Project is expected to realise material 

environmental and economic externality benefits. As the private sector will not rationally take 

these benefits into account, there is a viability gap that requires public sector funding. 

Additionally, recent history has seen a number of significantly smaller (and therefore arguably 

                                                      
22 Ruataniwha Water Storage Project Feasibility Project Description, May 2012, Tonkin & Taylor Ltd 
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easier) Projects fail or suffer considerable delays due to lack of capital, governance, and/or 

planning capabilities.  

Ownership during Concession Term 

Our capital structure analysis demonstrated that a feasible Project structure is likely to comprise 

HBRC, central Government, private sector debt or hybrid equity, and private sector common 

equity. For the first 10-15 years, partial public ownership is likely to be required to make the 

Project feasible on both a financial and political level. However, we believe the Project will be 

able to attract competitive private sector debt and equity from the start of construction, and 

under certain structures HBRC and central Government should be able to sell down their 

shareholdings after the initial ramp up period resulting in 100% private sector funding until the 

end of the 35 year concession term (at which point the asset is handed back to HBRC and 

fellow stakeholders at an approximate value of $600m
23

). 

Hand Back to HBRC 

Under our recommended Build Own Operate Transfer model, the Project assets will be 

transferred back to HBRC‘s ownership after 35 years. The Project SPV will only be responsible 

for designing, building, owning and operating the asset over the 35 year concession period, at 

the end of which, the asset is handed back to HBRC at no cost.  

If we assume a useful economic life of 100 years and a growth rate of 1% irrigation revenues 

and 3% for costs and other income, the value of the dam and associated reticulation and 

distribution infrastructure will be approximately $600m
24

 when it is transferred to HBRC at the 

end of the 35 year concession period. It is our understanding (based on Australian experience), 

that HBRC can recognise this as a Right to Receive asset on its Balance Sheet, with the asset 

building up from $0 to approximately $600m over the 35 year concession period. (HBRC should 

seek formal accounting advice on this matter.)  

Whilst further more detailed market soundings are required during Phase Two of the Project, 

there may be merit in allocation a proportion of post concession equity to certain private sector 

stakeholders. Provided such perpetual equity is structured appropriately it can benefit the 

Project and HBRC and can be accommodated within the BOOT structure proposed.  

5.3. Potential Water Pricing Mechanism 

Pricing mechanisms will be reviewed in more detail during Phase Two of the Project (if 

applicable) however, given this will be a major area of concern for farmers, some possible water 

pricing escalation methodologies and pricing structures are highlighted below: 

Pricing Escalation  

The risk for water users is that prices escalate faster than expected. Whilst this is a very 

genuine concern, there are a number of ways to reduce or eliminate this risk for farmers, 

including majority government ownership (central or local), regulation (an example of this is 

power companies), or via long term contracts.  

                                                      
23 Based on remaining life of a 65 year remaining useful life, 1% Irrigation Revenue growth, 3% cost and generation 
revenue growth, and a (post tax) discount rate of 10% pa 
24 Based on remaining life of a 65 year remaining useful life, 1% Irrigation Revenue growth, 3% cost and generation 
revenue growth, and a (post tax) discount rate of 10% pa 
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For a BOOT structure we believe price escalation concerns are best addressed through 

contractual clauses contained within Project documents between HBRC and the Project SPV 

that govern Project operations during the 35 year concession period. Contracts can provide the 

highest degree of certainty with respect to price and price escalation throughout the concession 

term, whilst retaining a substantial degree of flexibility initially for the broader Project structure.   

Price escalation clauses essentially document the price, or the pricing methodology, for the 35 

year concession term (after which point HBRC will have 100% ownership and price setting 

authority). There are a number of different price escalation clauses that could be built into 

Project documents including: 

 Price in period t   =   price in period t-1   plus   Consumers Price Index inflation ± ‗x‘; 

 Price in period t   =   price in period t-1   plus   Producers Price Index inflation ± ‗x‘; 

 Price in period t   =   price in period t-1   plus   Food Price Index inflation ± ‗x‘;  

 Price in period t   =   price in period t-1   plus   Overseas Price Index inflation ± ‗x‘; or 

 Price in period t   =   price in period t-1   plus   ‗x‘ % 

Pricing Structure  

Pricing structures will be explored during Phase Two following more detailed consultations with 

debt and equity financiers during, and focus groups with farmers Phase Two. In order to attract 

debt financiers and equity investors, the most likely pricing structure will comprise a fixed 

component and a variable component. 

In Australian water schemes, the ‗fixed‘ component is generally take-or-pay. That is, water 

users pay a fixed amount each season for the right to receive a specified amount of water in 

that season if it is available. This ‗fixed‘ / take-or-pay charge is generally payable whether or not 

the water user actually uses the water, and whether or not the water is available to be drawn 

(that is, if there is not enough rainfall to supply all of the contracted water, water users are still 

charged).  

Any surplus water not required to meet take-or-pay contracts could be sold on a ‗spot‘ basis. 

Under a 95% reliability scenario, there would be water available to be sold on a ‗spot‘ basis in 

18 out of 20 years. The spot water distribution price would need to be set at a premium to 

contracted take-or-pay water and/or only available to farmers that have entered into contracts to 

encourage uptake to make the Project viable.  

Value of Environmental Flows 

A considerable amount of water flowing out of the dam in any year is released to meet 

environmental considerations; namely, maintaining minimum flows at 90% of the MALF rate, 

and flushing flows during the irrigation period to prevent the build up of periphyton to ‗nuisance‘ 

levels. If valued, these environmental flows increase returns on Public Sector investments for 

feasible capital structures.  

The value of these environmental flows represents approximately 30% of the dam‘s annual 

capacity (at 95% reliability) being released at zero cost to ensure environmental outcomes. To 
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ensure Project feasibility, this direct benefit needs to be valued and can be taken into account 

through the proposed initial investment by the public sector. 

5.4. Potential Risk Allocation 

Under the proposed structure, most Project risks can be transferred to the Project SPV, 

reducing the risk of the Project to HBRC (noting that this is the single largest infrastructure 

project undertaken by HBRC since flood protection works undertaken in the 1980‘s and 1990‘s). 

However, it may be more efficient for some Project risks to be retained by HBRC or central 

Government, particularly given the hand back to HBRC after 35 years. 

The following table provides a high level summary of potential risk allocation between the public 

and private sector: 

 Potential Risk Allocation 

 Contractor SPV HBRC/Govt Other 

Planning and other approvals     

Legislative risks     

Force majeure risk     

Demand / Up Take risk     

Financing risks     

Maintenance and refurbishment     

Operational performance and risk     

Transition and implementation risk     

Design, Construction, development risk     

Appropriate Private Sector Returns 

On the above proposal, the Project SPV will bear the Project‘s demand / up-take risk. Market 

rate returns will be required for any private sector investor, with potential for upside for equity 

investors which could come from: 

 Faster than expected ramp up; 

 Higher than expected ‗spot‘ water sales (due to preferable rainfall patterns, higher than 

expected demand for ‗spot‘ water, or optimisation through monetisation of spill flows); 

 Lower than expected operating costs; or 

 Higher then expected electricity generation revenues (due to higher electricity inflation, 

more rainfall resulting in more generation, or optimisation of intra-day and intra-year 

generation timing). 

Investors will not be able to extract higher returns through pricing increases for contracted/take-

or-pay water as pricing and price escalation will be contracted in advance (to protect water 

users) for the full 35 year period. 
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The need for potential upside for private investors (to compensate for the inherent demand risk 

in the Project), should be balanced against mitigation of supernormal profits going to the private 

sector. This is important for all natural monopolies, but is particularly important for this Project 

structure if MPI and HBRC participate as investors that consider externalities as part of their 

return requirements.  

There are a number of ways private sector returns can be managed to allow some upside to 

attract private sector investment, whilst limiting the ability to earn supernormal profits. Two 

options include either an early hand back to HBRC once a set return hurdle has been met or a 

change in revenue sharing after a set return hurdle is met.  

Regional Promoter Involvement  

HBRC and BNZ Advisory are currently in discussions with various large entities that will benefit 

directly and indirectly from the Project, including large farming operators, and food processors; 

to ascertain their willingness to be involved in the Project in some way that mitigates uptake risk 

or assists the Project. 

5.5. Debt Financing Structure  

Project Financing has been a very successful structure used in the provision of debt to 

public/private infrastructure SPVs and in our view the most credible debt structure for the 

Project given the likelihood of multiple shareholders. General corporate lending could also be 

obtained by some shareholders to wholly or partially fund their respective equity contributions.  

Initial Project gearing may be limited unless a proportion of uptake is pre-contracted or 

underwritten Regional Promoters. However, as the Project progresses from Greenfield to a 

Brownfield, there should be an opportunity to increase Project gearing (for example, post ramp 

up), providing an opportunity for all shareholders to receive a distribution or for shareholders to 

exit.  

5.6. Market Sounding 

Methodology 

Market sounding was carried out for two distinctive Project participant sets; Investors (11) and 

Regional Promoters (4) in two phases: 

 Initially a Project overview was presented in person to a wide set of potential participants 

outlining high level Project parameters and envisaged timelines for both the financial 

feasibility study and the Project as a whole if it was to proceed.  

 Subsequently, participants that expressed an interest in the Project were asked to 

execute a Confidentiality Agreement before being provided with more detailed Project 

information including indicative costs and financial structures. Participants provided 

feedback on a number of key parameters with regards to any financial commitment they 

would consider making to the Project. 

Potential Investors  

Investors in the market sounding can be broadly categorised into two categories; 
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 Local and Central Government; and 

 Private sector equity (including habitual infrastructure investors, New Zealand 

superannuation investment managers and Māori investment groups). 

Local and Central government 

HBRC and MPI (with Treasury involvement) have both been involved in providing feedback in 

this process. 

Both parties confirmed their willingness to commit resourcing to further discussions alongside 

other potential investors in the Project (if it proceeds to Phase Two). 

Private sector equity 

The feedback from private sector equity investors demonstrated strong interest from the 

investor community in the Project. Although private sector investors recognised the inherent 

demand (uptake) risk, there was general consensus that there is a genuine regional business 

case for the asset. This, in conjunction with the asset‘s near natural monopoly status (with only 

very weak substitutes) underpins investors‘ interest in the Project proceeding to (and their 

involvement in) Phase Two. 

Of particular interest was the prospect of participating in a new asset class that has the potential 

to grow significantly in New Zealand, as well as the ability to invest to the food supply thematic 

that is actively sought by a number of investment managers. 

Letters of intent committing to provide resource to investigate investment in the Project have 

been received from five potential private sector equity participants. 

Regional Promoters 

We considered that corporations with a regional presence that potentially stand to benefit from 

the increased agricultural productivity from the Project (for example food processors and large 

land owners/operators) may have an interest in assisting the Project in some way (Regional 

Promoters). Potential Regional Promoters were contacted to discuss whether they would 

consider both direct investment and/or uptake mitigation. HBRC and BNZ Advisory are still in 

discussions with Potential Regional Promoters to determine the form and extent of their support 

for the Project.  
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Glossary 

BOOT Build Own Operate Transfer 

BNZ Advisory An independent division of Bank of New Zealand, a subsidiary of 

National Australia Bank 

Castalia Castalia Limited (a subsidiary of Castalia Advisory Group) 

Demand Study Demand forecasting analysis undertaken by Castalia 

EPA Environmental Protection Authority 

Financial Close The date on which all conditions precedent to funding are satisfied, 

enabling start of construction 

HBRC Hawke‘s Bay Regional Council 

GFC Global Financial Crisis 

Macfarlane Macfarlane Rural Business Ltd with contributions from Baker & 

Associates and AgFirst 

MALF Mean Average Low Flow 

MPI Ministry for Primary Industries 

Phase One Current Full Feasibility phase of the Project 

Phase Two Procurement Phase assuming the Project proceeds past feasibility  

Project Ruataniwha Water Storage Project 

PPP Public Private Partnership 

Regional Promoters Large entities that will benefit indirectly from the Project and 

therefore may be willing to provide some level of financial or 

otherwise support to assist in the Project‘s feasibility 

RMA Resource Management Act 1991 

ROE Return on Equity 

SPV Special Purpose Vehicle 

T&T Tonkin & Taylor 

Unison Unison Networks Limited 
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Appendix One – Farmer Return 
Analysis  

 

  Farmer Returns Analysis 

Current Farm Type 
Post-Conversion 

Farm Type 

Marginal Return on 

Capital at 25c/m
3
 

(ROE if 100% equity funded) 

Max water price to 

service 100% debt 

finance & provide 

(effective) ROE of 9.4% 

Sheep & Beef 
Sheep & Beef 

Intensive  
16% 34 c/m

3
 

Mixed Livestock—

Dryland   

Dairy Support—

Dryland 
69% Not irrigated 

Dryland Finishing Intensive Arable        17% 45 c/m
3
 

Dryland Finishing Dairy (light soil) 12% 41c/m
3 

Dryland Finishing 
Mixed Arable & Dairy 

Support 
0.3% 13 c/m

3
 

Dryland Finishing Irrigated Finishing -11% 6 c/m
3
 

Dryland Finishing Vineyard 7% Negative 

Dryland Finishing Orchard 9% 24 c/m
3
 

Dryland Finishing 
Irrigated Dairy (heavy 

soil) 
9% 20 c/m

3
 

Arable 
Mixed Arable & Dairy 

Support 
6% 23 c/m

3
 

Arable Intensive Arable 27% 55 c/m
3
 

Arable Dairy (light soil) 14% 49 c/m
3
 

Arable Vineyard 8% Negative 

Arable 
Irrigated Dairy (heavy 

soil) 
10% 28 c/m

3
 

Arable  Orchard 10% 37 c/m
3
 

Dairy (heavy soil, no 

irrigation) 

Irrigated Dairy (heavy 

soil) 
13% 35 c/m

3
 

Dairy (light soil, part-

irrigated) 
Dairy (light soil) 5% 20 c/m

3
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Appendix Two – Farm Model 

Descriptions  

Pre-Storage Models 

Macfarlane‘s seven pre-storage farm models that form the basis of the demand analysis are 

detailed below. More information on the models can be found in the Ruataniwha Water Storage 

Project: Review of On-Farm Profitability, 5 September 2012, prepared by Macfarlane Rural 

Business. 

Sheep & Beef Breeding—Dryland  

 900ha, part outside scheme boundary, all un-irrigated. 

 Sheep & beef breeding, and finishing. 

 5% rape for pasture renewal and summer feed. 

 Stocking rate 10-11 SU/ha. 

 30% cattle on a R2-yr bull finishing policy. 

 70% sheep, breeding ewes with own replacements and finishing lambs. 

 5307 lambs finished to 15.8kg carcass weight. 

 7.56tDM/ha gross pasture production. 

 No dairy support. 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment 

Base Case $1,085 /ha $577 /ha $56 /ha $453 /ha $11,285 /ha 

Farmers and processors asked to review Macfarlane‘s assumptions generally considered that 

the Sheep and Beef farm model reasonably reflects both revenues and costs. Production levels 

were noted as being high but not unreasonable provided inputs are suitable. One point 

highlighted was that more fertiliser than budgeted might be necessary. However, on balance the 

budgets were deemed an accurate reflection.  

Mixed Livestock—Dryland (outside scheme boundary) 

 300ha 

 Same basic sheep breeding and bull finishing policy as 1a above. 

 Un-irrigated but better contour and soils. 

 Pasture production 7895kgDM/ha gross. 

 1800 ewes & 535 hoggets. 

 150 bulls finished. 

 No dairy support. 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment 

Base Case $1,144 /ha $641 /ha $83 /ha $420 /ha $18,608 /ha 
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Dryland Finishing 

 300ha 

 498 bulls finished at 326kg carcass. 

 2,085 lambs finished to 17.7kg carcass, summer and winter. 

 Pasture consumption 6,375kgDM/ha net. (8,147kgDM/ha gross) 

 25ha baleage cut and fed over winter. 

 12.5ha of rape and spring barley grown. 

 Rape fed summer and winter. 

 No dairy support 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment 

Base Case $1,258 /ha $686 /ha $83 /ha $489 /ha $20,023 /ha 

Farmers and processors asked to review Macfarlane‘s budgets commented that revenue and 

costs assumptions were generally reasonable and, on balance, reflective of a dryland finishing 

farm. One input highlighted as being potentially too low given the level of production was 

fertiliser. 

Arable, less intensive 

 300ha 

 20% irrigated crops only 

 Dryland pasture 8,000kgDM/ha and irrigated 12,981kgDM/ha gross. 

 100ha i.e. 33% irrigated 

 12 year rotation 25ha. 

 1000 ewes lambed at 120% 

 200 bulls wintered 

 4000 trading lambs 

 400 Dairy cows wintered. 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment 

Base Case $2,023 /ha $1,460 /ha $165 /ha $399 /ha $22,586 /ha 

Farmers and processors asked to review Macfarlane‘s assumptions considered them to be 

accurate on balance. However drilling down to specific detail, fertiliser inputs, pea seed and 

herbicide costs may be slightly light, and pea yields on the high side. However the overarching 

results of the model were supported. 
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Dairy (heavy soils) 

 300ha 

 Better soils and rainfall. 

 No irrigation. 

 Summer supplements needed. 

 8,900 kgDM/ha pasture consumed (11,100 kgDM/ha gross). 

 855kgMS/ha 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment 

Base Case $5,999 /ha $4,323 /ha $167 /ha $1,510 /ha $37,257 /ha 

Dairy (light soils) 

 300ha 

 Tend to lighter soils requiring irrigation. 

  225ha irrigated 

 12tDM/ha pasture consumed (15tDM/ha gross). 

 3.1cow/ha 

 410kgMS/cow 

 1,272kgMS/ha 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment 

Base Case $8,722 /ha $4,946 /ha $257 /ha $3,519 /ha $42,319 /ha 

Farmers and processors asked to review Macfarlane‘s assumptions generally thought 

Macfarlane‘s assumptions were reasonable and accurate. 

Orchard 

 50ha 

 Apples 

 2,200 ton/ha 

 Fully irrigated 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment 

Base Case $57,200 /ha $44,554 /ha $1,600 /ha $11,046 /ha $122,016 /ha 
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Post-Storage Models 

Macfarlane‘s nine post-storage farm models that form the basis of the demand analysis are 

detailed below. More information on the models can be found in the Ruataniwha Water Storage 

Project: Review of On-Farm Profitability, 5 September 2012, prepared by Macfarlane Rural 

Business. Our models assume required investment is for on farm irrigation capex (with no off 

farm irrigation capex required to be borne by the farmer). 

Sheep & Beef Breeding—Part Irrigated 

 900ha including 200ha irrigated and 700ha un-irrigated. 

 700ha dryland pasture production 8tDM/ha gross with a lift from additional pasture 

production. 

 200ha irrigated high quality pasture producing 12,981kgDM/ha gross. 

 5400 ewes lambing at 147%. 

 1600 hoggets lambing at 68% 

 7425 lambs bred and finished to 18.5kg carcass. 

 3250 trading lambs finished to 19.5kg carcass. 

 450 yearling bulls finished as two year olds at 420kg Carcass. 

 Dryland pasture renewal through rape and pasja. 

 No dairy support. 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment Irrigation 

Base Case $1,595 /ha $652 /ha $72 /ha $691 /ha $12,509 /ha 4,031 m3/ha 

Average 
performance 

$1,169 /ha $652 /ha $72 /ha $265 /ha $12,509 /ha 4,031 m3/ha 

Farmers and processors asked to review Macfarlane‘s model generally considered revenue and 

cost assumptions were reasonable. It was specifically recognised that production assumptions 

were possible, although more fertiliser than budgeted may be required. Overall results from the 

model were considered accurate. 

Dairy Support—Dryland  

 300ha 

 Un-irrigated but rising to 8,442kgDM/ha from renewal and more intensive grazing. 

 1200 ewes and 400 hoggets 

 30ha barley in rotation with winter-feeds in rotation for pasture renewal with 60ha rape. 

 1350 dairy cows wintered. 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment Irrigation  

Base Case $1,793 /ha $912 /ha $83 /ha $798 /ha $18,026 /ha 0 m3/ha 

Average 
performance 

$1,633 /ha $912 /ha $83 /ha $638 /ha $18,026 /ha 0 m3/ha 
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Irrigated Finishing 

 300ha 

 446 bulls finished to 310kg carcass. 

 5485 lambs finished to 18.2kg carcass. 

 Pasture 9,376kgDM/ha net (12,981kgDM/ha gross) 

 95ha of silage cut for winter feed. 

 25ha of rape and 25ha of spring barley grown. 

 Rape fed in early winter. 

 No dairy support. 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment Irrigation 

Base Case $2,242 /ha $1087/ha $83 /ha $265 /ha $23,817 /ha 4,031 m3/ha 

Average 
performance 

$1,985 /ha $1029/ha $83 /ha $67 /ha $23,817 /ha 4,031 m3/ha 

Farmers and processors asked to review Macfarlane‘s assumptions considered them to be 

balanced overall.  

Mixed Arable and Dairy Support 

 300ha 

 80% irrigated 

 80% crop = 240ha. 

 Eight year rotation = 30ha per crop. 

 20% dry lucerne at 9tDM/ha harvested. 

 Irrigated pasture 11,981kgDM/ha gross. 

 Includes dairy support: 600 heifers plus 380 cows wintered on crop consuming 49% of 

feed produced. 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment Irrigation  

Base Case $3,458 /ha $1902/ha $258 /ha $660 /ha $24,330 /ha 3,988 m3/ha 

Average 
performance 

$3,182 /ha $1817/ha $258 /ha $469 /ha $24,330 /ha 3,988 m3/ha 

Farmers and processors asked to review Macfarlane‘s assumptions supported Macfarlane‘s 

Mixed Arable model assumptions. It was commented that inputs, pea seed and herbicide costs 

may be light, and pea yields high. However, another party commented that these assumptions 

seemed reasonable. Overall the model‘s results were considered a fair reflection.  
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Arable, intensive and process vegetables 

 300ha 

 90% irrigated. 

 Irrigated pasture 12,981kgDM/ha. 

 90% crop = 270ha 

 10% dry lucerne = 30ha 

 270ha / six year rotation = 45ha. 

 Intensive lamb finishing 

 Pea vine hay, lucerne, grass seed straw & pasture silage sold. 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment Irrigation 

Base Case $7,356 /ha $4287/ha $407 /ha $2033/ha $28,135 /ha 3,492 m3/ha 

Average 
performance 

$6,345 /ha $4181/ha $407 /ha $1128/ha $28,135 /ha 3,492 m3/ha 

Farmers and processors asked to review Macfarlane‘s assumptions generally supported 

Macfarlane‘s post-storage Arable model assumptions. It was stated that arable crop volumes 

may develop into project magnitude over time as other potential processors take up 

opportunities presented under the Project – and noted that processors would be reconsidering 

the opportunities in this area.  

There was a question over double cropping for some of the farm land, and pea seed and 

herbicide costs were considered low compared to current prices. There were differing views 

regarding whether or not yields were on the high side. Similarly, on critic said that the budgets 

were aggressive but other processors concluded that the model and its outputs were generally 

accurate. Maize revenue was also another area identified as being on the high side.  
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Dairy (heavy soils) 

 300ha 

 Heavy soils limiting winter stocking. 

 Slow but reliable production. 

 Fully irrigated 300ha. 

 13.8tDM/ha pasture consumed (17.25tDM/ha gross). 

 3.4cow/ha 

 1,533kgMS/ha 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment Irrigation  

Base Case $10,269/ha $5967/ha $287 /ha $3218/ha $48,899 /ha 3,990 m3/ha 

Average 
performance 

$8,696/ha $5119/ha $287 /ha $2492/ha $48,171 /ha 3,990 m3/ha 

Farmers and processors asked to review Macfarlane‘s assumptions generally considered 

revenues and costs to align with their expectations. It was commented that assumed 

17.5tDM/ha (gross) output seemed a little high for Central Hawke‘s Bay. 15-16tDM/ha 

potentially being more realistic. However, after receiving this feedback, Macfarlane re-examined 

his assumptions, made comparisons with actual production volumes experienced across a 

number of farms throughout the Wairarapa, and maintains that assumed production volumes 

are achievable.  

Dairy (light soils) 

 Fully irrigated. 

 (17.5tDM/ha gross) 

 Early calving. 

 Winter milking 

 Winter supplements. 

 3.7 cows/ha 

 440kgMS/cow 

 1,327kgMS/ha 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment Irrigation 

Base Case $11,140/ha $6035/ha $287 /ha $3947/ha $46,770 /ha 4,360 m3/ha 

Average 
performance 

$9,554/ha $5154/ha $287 /ha $3240/ha $45,050 /ha 4,360 m3/ha 

Farmers and processors asked to review Macfarlane‘s assumptions generally considered 

revenues and costs to align with their expectations. It was commented that assumed 

17.5tDM/ha (gross) output seemed a little high for Central Hawke‘s Bay. 15-16tDM/ha 

potentially being more realistic. However, after receiving this feedback, Macfarlane re-examined 

his assumptions, made comparisons with actual production volumes experienced across a 

number of farms throughout the Wairarapa, and maintains that assumed production volumes 

are achievable.  
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Orchard 

 50ha 

 Apples (varieties targeted for Asia, such as Fuji and Pacific series) 

 2,200 tce/ha 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment Irrigation  

Base Case $57,200/ha $44554/ha $1,600 /ha $11046/ha $125,482 /ha 2,500 m3/ha 

Average 
performance 

$50,388/ha $41232/ha $1,600 /ha $7056/ha $125,482 /ha 2,500 m3/ha 

Vineyard 

 30ha 

 White grapes 10.5ton/ha, 25ha 

 Pinot Noir grapes 6.0ton/ha, 5ha 

Scenario Revenue Costs Depreciation EBIT Capital Investment Irrigation  

Base Case $17,038/ha $10407/ha $1,600 /ha $4831/ha $78,097 /ha 1,000 m3/ha 

Average 
performance 

$14,519/ha $10162/ha $1,600 /ha $2558/ha $78,097 /ha 1,000 m3/ha 
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Appendix Three – Commodity 

Price Sensitivity Methodology  

The methodology used to calculate commodity price sensitivities and verify the reasonableness 

of Macfarlane assumptions is detailed here for each of Dairy, Lamb, and Beef prices.  

Base case commodity price assumptions are taken from Macfarlane, and detailed in the report 

Ruataniwha Water Storage Project: Review of On-Farm Profitability, 5 September 2012, 

prepared by Macfarlane Rural Business. 

Dairy Price Methodology 

We have used historic prices and future projections of international Whole Milk Powder (―WMP‖) 

prices as a basis for determining an approximate long-term independent view of the Fonterra 

Dairy payout. Our methodology is as follows: 

 We have sourced monthly historic international WMP prices from 2004/05 to 2011/12 

from University of Wisconsin records
25

. Prices are in USD/lb. 

 We have sourced annual historic Fonterra Dairy payouts from 2004/05 to 2011/12 from 

MPI‘s Situation and Outlook for Primary Industries publication. Prices are in NZD/kg MS. 

 Using Reserve Bank of New Zealand historic monthly NZD/USD exchange rate, we apply 

this to historic Fonterra Dairy payout to give price in NZD/kg
26

. 

 We then convert international WMP prices and Fonterra payout to equivalent units 

(tonnes). 

 The correlation between WMP prices and Fonterra payout is then determined. We 

acknowledge that this does not account for changes in parameters such as product mix 

price, compositional changes, or freight costs, but have used this as an approximation. 

 We have then sourced FAO international WMP price projections from OECD-FAO 

Agricultural Outlook 2012-2021
27

 for an independent forecast on WMP prices. Analysing 

the annual price forecasts, we believe that 2015 is a year after which prices tend to 

increase by a constant rate. So we have used 2015 as our forecast ‗steady state‘ price. 

 We then apply the correlation factor to the FAO 2015 price to give a long run Dairy price 

in NZD/kg. We use a long-term exchange rate assumption of 1 NZD = 0.71 USD (forecast 

long-run BNZ rate) and ignored 3 years inflation for simplicity. 

 Finally we add in the Fonterra dividend payout, which is assumed to be NZD$0.30 based 

on current dividend payout.  

 This gives a long-run independent Dairy payout price of approximately $6.01 to $6.30 per 

kg MS (depending on sample period for correlation estimate). This gave us some comfort 

                                                      
25 http://future.aae.wisc.edu/data/monthly_values/by_area/25?area=US&grid=true&tab=prices 
26 http://www.rbnz.govt.nz/statistics/exandint/b1/data.html 
27 http://www.oecd.org/site/oecd-faoagriculturaloutlook/ 
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around Macfarlane‘s base case assumption of $6.50 and guided us to using $6.00 as our 

downside sensitivity scenario. 

 Our upside sensitivity scenario of $7.00 per kg MS is based on MPI's price forecast, taken 

as an average of 2014-2016 prices. 

Beef and Lamb Price Methodology 

We have used historic and future projections of international Beef and Lamb prices as a basis 

for determining an independent view of long term NZ manufacturing beef producer prices and 

lamb producer prices. Our methodology is the same as the Dairy price methodology, but we use 

different sources for international prices: 

 Annual Beef and Lamb historical prices and future price projections are sourced from 

data used in compiling OECD-FAO Agricultural Outlook 2012-2021
28

. Information used 

for beef is taken from US Choice Steers, 1100-1300 lb dressed weight, Nebraska; while 

information for lamb is taken from New Zealand Lamb schedule price dressed weight, all 

grade average. 

 Using MPI‘s Situation and Outlook for Primary Industries publication for historical NZ 

prices for prime beef and lamb, we determine price correlations in the same way as the 

Dairy methodology 

 We then use the FAO forecasts, along with the correlation factor, to determine annual 

price projections out to 2021 

 We take the average of these projections to give a long-run view of NZ producer prices 

for beef and lamb in today‘s dollars. 

 Finally, we subtract 10 cents from the beef projection
29

 to adjust prime beef prices from 

MPI for manufacturing beef prices used in Macfarlane projections 

 Again, we acknowledge that this method makes a number of simplifying assumptions 

rather than being a precise science. 

 

 

  

                                                      
28 http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/888932640065 
29 Ruataniwha Water Storage Project: Review of On-Farm Profitability, 5 September 2012, Macfarlane Rural Business. 
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